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Compliance Countdown by Paul Lowe

4Jan. 19, 2010: 
Aircraft Repair Station Security
The Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) has issued a notice of proposed rule-
making to promulgate regulations to improve
the security of domestic and foreign aircraft
repair stations as required by the FAA
Reauthorization Act of 2003. The proposed
regulations establish requirements for FAA-
certified repair stations to adopt and imple-
ment a standard security program and to
comply with security directives issued by the
TSA. The rule proposes to codify the TSA’s
existing inspection program and to require
regulated parties to allow TSA and Depart-
ment of Homeland Security officials to enter,
inspect and test property, facilities and records
relevant to Part 145 repair stations. Com-
ments must be submitted by Jan. 19, 2010,
to the Federal Docket Management System,
Docket No. TSA-2004-17131 at www.regu-
lations.gov or to the Docket Management
System, U.S. Department of Transportation,
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE, West Building
Ground Floor, Room W12-140, Washington,
D.C. 20590-0001; Fax: (202) 493-2251.

4Feb. 1, 2010: Removal of 
Regulations Allowing for Polished Frost
The FAA is removing certain provisions in
its regulations that allow for operations with
“polished frost” on the wings and stabilizing
and control surfaces of aircraft flying under
Parts 91, 125 and 135. These amendments
become effective Feb. 1, 2010. The FAA has
determined that polished frost (frost polished
to make it smooth) increases the risk of unsafe
flight. Although polishing frost is currently
permitted under Part 91 Subpart F and Parts
125 and 135, the FAA has no data to support
practical guidance for determining how to
polish frost on a surface to make it acceptably
smooth, other than completely removing the
frost and returning the aircraft’s critical lifting
surfaces to uncontaminated smoothness. 

4Nov. 10, 2010: Spill Prevention, Control 
and Countermeasures (SPCC)
While new rule changes for Spill Prevention,
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) made
last December have had their compliance

date extended to Jan. 14, 2010, the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has now delayed until Nov. 10, 2010, 
the compliance date for other SPCC rule
changes made in 2002 and 2006. Mean-
while, the EPA said it will continue its
review of the December 2008 rule changes
and might issue amendments to that rule
change in November. The National Air
Transportation Association (NATA) has
warned that the many different rule changes
and compliance date changes that have
occurred in the SPCC rules over the past
seven years could lead an operator to
believe a facility is in compliance when 
in fact it is not. NATA is urging operators to
review their SPCC plans as soon as possible
to be sure they are fully compliant.

4Jan. 12, 2012: Emissions Trading in Europe
The European Union is instituting an emis-
sions trading scheme (ETS) beginning Jan. 1,
2012, for flights within European airspace
as well as to and from it, and operators of
aircraft with an mtow of more than 12,566
pounds must submit a monitoring plan by
last month and have it approved by year-end.
Operators within the EU are accountable to
authorities in their own countries for com-
plying with ETS. The European Aviation
Safety Agency has assigned non-European
operators to one of the EU states to meet ETS
obligations. Operators from outside the EU
can be exempt from the ETS if they are part 
of an equivalent emissions trading system in
their home country. 

4April 7, 2012: 
CVR and DFDR for Parts 23 and 25
The existing fleet of Part 23 and Part 25
airplanes must use separate crashworthy
containers for CVRs and DFDRs by April 7,
2012. All aircraft manufactured after 2010
will have to meet several new recording
requirements. The final rule requires
modifications to recording time, power
supplies, sampling rates and installation
locations. The FAA will not require CVR
retrofits that incorporate a two-hour recording
capability and an independent power
supply for aircraft currently in operation
under Parts 91 and 135. o
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